Learn from the best
Bring the best teaching and learning tools to your classroom
with the HBP Student Success Package.
Made up of two essential components – HBS Select Case
Study Collection and Core Curriculum – the HBP Student
Success Package prepares students to solve real-world
business problems with critical thinking and creativity.

Methodology for using case studies
The HBS Select Case Study Collection provides more than 2,000 Harvard Business School case studies. Each case
study delivers immersive real-world business and corporate scenarios to help students examine issues related to
the dynamics of business and society, navigate changing workplaces, and manage teams, personal decisions and
career growth.
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Core Curriculum Readings
Core Curriculum offers 76 readings authored by faculty at Harvard Business School. Each one includes a Teaching
Note document to help instructors gain insight into the case. In addition, each reading provides related course
materials, 35-question test banks, practice questions, video clips, and interactive illustrations to enhance student
comprehension of specific topics.

How do you use Core Curriculum in the classroom?
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Videos demonstrate best practices from
industry leaders as well as Harvard Business
School faculty.

Sidebar and Practice questions: Quickly
understand the business concepts and
foundational frameworks.

Interactive illustrations highlight different
business topics and key foundational concepts.

You may also be interested in:
Harvard Business Review E-Book Subscription Collection

Access more than 600 e-books published by Harvard Business Review Press. The collection also
includes more than 400 monographs and newly published e-books as well as seminal works
with more than 150 article compilations with foundational articles from the HBR Classics series.
Business Subjects Covered:
• Business Communication

• Leadership & Management

• Career Development

• Marketing

• Decision-Making & Problem Solving

• Organizational Behavior

• Economics

• Personal Success

• Entrepreneurship

• Skill Development

• Finance

• Strategic Planning

• Human Resources & Personnel Management

www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/harvard-business-publishing-resources

